roblem Subgraphs O. Abstract
We give an algorithm for irnbedding a graph G of n vertices onto an oriented surface of minimum genus g. If g z O then we also construct a forbidden subgraph of G which is homecjmorphic to a graph of size exp(O(g)! ) which cannot be irnbedded on a surface of genus g-1. Our algorithm takes sequential time exp(O(g)!)nO(l). Since exp(O (g)!) = exp(exp(O (glob))), our algorithm is polynomial time for genus g= O(loglog(n)/logloglog(,m)).
A simple parallel implementation of our algorithm takes parallel time (logn)O(l J+O(g)! using exp(O(g)!)nO(l) processors. We give also the smallest known upper bound, namely exp(O(g)!), on the number F(g) of homomorphic distinct forbidden subgraphs for graph imbeddings onto a surface of genus g.
Previous algorithms for imbedding a graph onto a surface of genus g had the following sequential time bounds: n '(n) for the 0 (g) for the algorithm of [Fil!otti, Miller, naive algorithm, n Reif, 79] , and f(g)n2 by the algorithm of [Robertson and Seymour, 86) , where f(g) is a function only of g. The celebrated work of [Robertson and Seymour, 86] also gave the first known finite bound for F(g). However their proof spanned many papers and was highly nonconstructive; f(g) and F(g) were bounded by some (large) tower of exponents of g.
Our work provides a distinct constructive appxoach giving considerably improved bounds for f(g) and F(g) and vastly simplified proofs. In particular, we use a "bootstrap" tdmique that uses a discovered forbidden subgraph for given genus g'cg to aid us in determination of genus g '+1 imbeddings. It seems likely that our techniques can be extended to many other problems on graphs with bounded tree width. mapping of G onto a surface S of genus g (this is also called a 2-cell imbedding; see [White, 1973] ), where each edge is associated with a simple segment on the surface S, where the vertices of the edge are at the two distinct endpoints of the segment, and where no two such edges intersect except at endpoirt~in the case of common vertices.
The faces of the irnbeddkg will be defined to be the boundaries of the connected regions obtaiued by deleting the irnbedding of G Born the surface. Euler's equation gives n-m+f = 2c-2g, where m, n, j c, g are the numbers of edges, vertices, faces, connected components, and genus of the irnbeddmg, respectively.
Combinatorial Imbeddings
The topological definition of graph imbedding given above presents difficulties to computer algorithms and their proofs. AU alternative (but equivalent) deftition will better serve our purpose. Given an mtduected graph G = (V,E), let n, m denote the number of vertices and edges, respectively and let its size ICI = n+m. We will represent an imbedding of graph G in a compact way of size IGI by use of a combinatorial definition of graph itnbeddings that is attributed to [Edmonds, 60] . Let D(G) be a directed graph derived from G by substituting in place of each undirected edge ( U,V], a pair of directed edges (u, v) and its reverse (u, v) R = (v, u) . A combinatorial graph imbedding I(G) of (undirected connected) graph G is an assignment of a cyclic ordering to the set of the directed edges departing each vertex. (See Figure  1. 1) The faces of this combinatorial imbedding will be deflmed to be the orbits of a certain permutation of directed edges; this permutation orders (w,v) immediately before (v,u) iff the combinatorial imbedding orders (v,u) immediately before (v,w) in the cyclic order around vertex v. (See Figure  1. 2) The genus of a combinatorial imbedding is deftned as g = (m-n-j)/2+c by the Euler formula using the numbers of (undirected) edges m, vertices n, faces j and connected components c. Edmonds (see also [White, 73] ) showed that combinatorial imbeddings are equivalent to topological imbeddings. The advantage of combinatorial imbeddmgs is not just that they can be represented in size IG I in a random access computer. An important additional advantage is that definitions and proofs about such imbeddirtgs can be made entirely combinatorial. For example, given a directed simple cycle C = (vo,vl,...,v~= vo) of G~d MI edge (vi~) where x is not in C but vi is in c, we def~e {vi~] to be imbedded inside C (and otherwise oumide C) if (in the cyclic order defiied by I(G) on the directed edges departhtg veflex vi) directed edge (vi,x) appears after directed edge (vi,vi+l I~d before diiected . . . . .
edge (~i,vi-~) . (see Figure  1. 3) As another example, given a directed simple path p = (VO,V 1,...,vk) of G and m edge (vi,x} where x is not in p but vi is in p, we defiie (vi~) to be imbedded on side-1 of p (and otherwise side-2 of p ) if (in the cyclic order defined by I(G) on dnected edges departing vertex vi) duected edge (vi,x) appears after directed edge (vi,vi+l) and before directed edge (Vi,vi. 1 ). Hereafter, we will simply us: the term imbedding to denote a combinatorial imbedding. We will let "<" denote the subgraph relation. Let H be a subgraph of G and let I(H) be an imbeddmg of H of genus g. I(H') is an imbedding extension of I(H) with regard to G ifHSH'5 G, I(H') is also an imbedding of H' of genus g and furthermore the orientation of edges around vertices of I(H') is consistent with the orientation of those edges around vertices as given in Z(H). If FS is a subgraph of G-H, then imbedding FS onto I(H) means fiiding an imbedding extension I(H+FS) of I(H). 1.2.
The Complexity of Some Previous Algorithms for Graph Genus The genus of graph G which will be denoted by genus(G) is the minimum g 20 s.t. G can be imbedded onto a surface of genus g. Using purely combinatorial techniques, [Miller, 85] has shown that the genus of a graph is the sum of the genus numbers of its biconnected components.
He also showed that minimal genus imbeddings of any biconnected subgraphs can be easily combined in time O(IGI), where IGI denotes the numbr of vertices and edges of G, to get a minimal genus imbeddmg of G. Hereafter, we assume without loss of generality that the graph is bicormected,
The genus problem is: given a graph G, determine the genus g of G. The genus problem is very dfificult for g growing as a function of IGI. An enumerative algorithm of [Edmonds, 60] gave a lGl"(lG1) algorithm for the genus of G. [Reif, 78] first showed that the problem of extending a given graph imbedding is NP complete, and recently [Thomassen, 89] showed that given a graph itnbedding of genus g, the problem of testing if there is an imbedding of genus < g is NP complete. This implies the problem of testing if a graph has genus g is NP complete, and therefore there does not exist a polynomial algorithm for finding the genus of the graph unless P=NP.
Nevertheless, the problem of irnbedding graphs of unbounded size onto fixed surfaces of low genus g may be efficiently solved. Let a PT algorithm be a planarity testing algorithm taking sequential time O(IGI), e.g. that of [Hopcroft and Tarjsn, 74] . [Klein and Reif, 1987] [Miller, 83] showed that for bounded genus graphs, the isomorphism problem can be solved in polynomial time. [Djidjev, 85] gave a linear time algorithm for finding small separators of graphs of bounded genus. [Fillotti, Miller, Reif, 79] showed that given a graph G, its genus g and imbedding of G of genus g can be computed in time lG1°(g). This gave the fust polynomial time bound for the genus problem with fixed genus g.
1.3.
Forbidden Subgraphs A key aspect of our algorithm, used to aid us in the construction of higher genus imbeddmgs, is the dkcovery of certain forbidden subgraphs of itnbeddings of lower genus, as defiied here.
A path in graph G will be called a 2-path, if each of its (nonendpoint) vertices is incident to no more than two edges of G. A 2-path p of G will be called a moximal 2-path, if no other 2-path of G contains p. We will define the branchsize [G] Figure   1 .5).
We define graph FS to be a forbidden subgraph of graph G if FS is a minimal subgraph with genus > g fi.e., deletion of an edge or vertex of F.S resul~in a graph of genus at most g). [Kuratowski, 30] Let T be any spanning tree of G. A skeletal subimbedding I(H) of I(G) can be found by a 2 step process:
(1) Repeatedly delete from G nontree edges incident to two faces in I(G) (not necessarily preserving bicormeetivity) until [here is only one face remaining in the resulting graph. By Euler's hrrmla there will be only 2g remaining nontree edges. The 2g basis cycles defined by these remaining nontree edges defiie a subimbedding of genus g with 1 face. While g s (n2-n)/2 do Comment:
Fg denotes the current forbiddeng-l subgraph of G.
Comment: Ug denotes a set of subgraphs of G used to augment Fg 
Organization of the Paper
We have just given some preliminary definitions of graph imbeddings and an outline of our imbedding algorithm. Section 3 describes a reduction of the original embeddmg problem to certain restricted imbedding problems (namely, the weakly quasiplanar extension imbedding problem). The 2-satisjlability problem is to determine satisfiability of a boolean CNF formula with at most 2 literals per clause. Section 4 gives a reduction from this restricted graph imbedding extension problem to 2-satisfiability.
While there are known linear time(and NC) solutions to the 2-satisfiability problem, for completeness we give a particularly simple linear time algoritbrn in Appendix A, namely a direet. reduction to digraph reachability. Section 5 gives a reduction of tbe problem of finding forbidden subgraphs of imbedded graphs to fiiding forbidden subgraphs. Section 6 gives an algorithm for defiiing a forbidden subgraph for F of G of branchsize [F ]0 (g). Section 7 concludes g g the paper with bounds on the size of [Fg] thus giving bmmds on the total time of our imbeddmg algorithm as well as bounds on the size and number of forbidden subgraphs. If not mentioned otherwise, in this section H will denote a subgraph of G of germs g and I(H) will denote a genus g imbedding of H. We will define an imbedded internal 2-path p of I(H) (note p may not be a 2-path of G due to attachment edges in in G-H) to be constrained (with respect to a specified side side-I or side-2) if in any imbeddmg extension of 1(H), we require all attachment edges (in G-H ) to p to be imbedded to the specified side of the ordered p (see Section 1,2 for definition of sides). Otherwise, p is nonconstrained.In the following, it may be that certain internal 2-paths of I(H) are so constrained (this will occur during our algorithm). Definition 3.1. Letk be an integer, p be a 2-path of G-H with endpoints in H and g be the genus of Z(H [Filotti, Miller, Reif, 1979] the stronger notion of a quasiplanar extension (QPE) was used, where I(H') is a QPE of 1(H) regarding G if no face of I(H') has any internal vertex. We shall prove in this section that given an imbedding I(Hg) of Hg of genus g, a possible WQPE of I(Hg) regarding G cart be found in
time.
The advantage of having a WQPE (or QPE) of I(Hg) is that the corresponding extension problem can be reduced to solving a 2-satisfiability problem(see Section 4). Appendix A shows that this Z-satisfiability problem can be solved in polynomial time. Let F be a face of Z(H). The repetition number repF(v) of an internal vertex v of F is the number of times v appears on F. Let A(F) denote the set of all non-constrained internal vertices v of F such that repF(v)>3 and such that there is an attachment edge of G-H containing v.
Defiie S(F) =~e A~F~(repF(v)-2)-Let S(Z(H)) denote the sum of S(F) over all faces F of I(H)
. Then by Observation 3.2 it follows that we can obtain an upper bound on the number of maximal internal 2-paths if we can estimate S(Z(H)). By the next lemma we provide an upper bound on S(I(H)). 
S(Z(H)), then S(Z(H)) =S(Z(H*)).
We will show that the minimum vertex degree of H* is at least 2 whence S(I(H*)) < 2(m 1-nl ) will follow.
If g = O, then it is easy to show that H* is a single vertex, and so S(I(H)) = O.
Otherwise, assume g >0. As H is blconrtected, then the vertex degree of H is at least 2. Let w be rat endpoint of p. Then w can not be incident to only one edge of H. Furthermore, since p is maximal and g >0, then w is incident to more than two edges of H. Then the removal of~from H does not create vertices of degree one or zero. Thus the vertex degree of H-p is at least 2. By induction, the minimum vertex degree of H* is at least 2. By the definition of S(Z(H*)) and (3.1) we get Reeently [Bender and Richmond, 1990] have obtained a similar result to Corollary 3.1 giving the exact worst-case bound of 6g-3 on the number of all maximal internal 2-paths of I(H) (g21 ).
Note that an imbeddmg I(H) is a WQPE iff S(I(H)) = O. Thus our goal is to deeresae S(I(H)). Proof. We apply a simple procedure that repeatedly (O(g) times) chooses any splitting path and guesses an irnbeddmg of the path. In particular, apply the following procedure to I(Hg). Consider two simple (but not necessarily parallel) bridges B, B' of G-H'. These bridges are defiied to be sinu"lar if R(B), R(B') have the same attachment vertices (note however that B, B' may not have the same attachment vertices).
Furthermore, similar B, B' are said to be imbedded side-by-side if the irnbeddmg I(B), I(B') induces an imbedding in the representative graph where the paths l(R(B)), I(R(B')) are imbedded side-by-side. A bridge path is a path in a bridge between two of its attachments.
(The above definitions naturally extend also to apply to sets of bridges and bridge paths in G-H.) Lemma 3.3. If G has an irnbedding extension of I(H') with the same genus, then G has an irnbedding extension of I(H') where each group of simple parallel bridges are imbedded side-by-side. proof.
Fix an irnbedding I(G) extending l(H'). Note that deleting any simple bridge B of G-H' does not change the Euler characteristic.
Also, inserting the simple bridge B side-by-side to another parallel bridge B' does not change the Euler characteristic. Thus the Lemma follows. Q.E.D. This lemma implies that for the purpose of finding an imbedding, we can delete all but one of multiple parallel bridges. Lemma 3.4. Let M be the set of bridges of G-H which are not 2-conatrained, If G has an imbedding extension of I(H') with the same genus, then in that imbcdding I(G), O(g) upper bounds the totaf number of edges of Z(R(M)), not counting multiple edges imbedded side-to-side. proof.
(Note this lemma also follows from the results of [Filotti, Miller, and Reif, 79] , [Reif, 79] .) Consider the bridges to be irnbedded onto a give face F of I(H'). The imbedding of a non-simple Wldge B onto F, where R(B) has k >2 edges, decreases S(F) by at least k-2, since B is attached to at least k-2 vertices of F whose repetition number will decrease when B is irnbedded. Furthermore, at most 4S(F) simple distinct non-similar bridges can be imbedded into F before S(F) decreases by at least one half. Thus at total of at most 8.
S(F) simple non-similar bridges and at most S(F) non-simple bridges can be imbeddcd into F. Hence the totaf number of bridges in M that can be imbedded onto F is S(F). S(I(H')) is by defiition the sum of S(F) for each face of H'. Thus by Lemma 3.1, M hss at most O(S(I(H')))<O(S(I(H)))= O(g) edges. Q. E. D.
Defiie a bridge or tildge path of G-H' to be internal if it is incident to at least one internal vertex of I(H).
Consider an irnbeddmg I(G) extending I(H'). A bridge path p in I(G-H)
is extremul if p is imbedded the fiist or last among all similar bridge paths irnbedded side-by-side with p. Lemma 3.4 implies:
Lemma
.?.S The number of distinct groups of similar internal 2-paths is O(g), and furthermore, the number of extrernal bridge paths in a genus g extension is O(g). Thus, the number of extremal bridge paths in a toroidaf (i.e. genus 1) imbedding extension is o(l).
We will use M to fiid an irnbedding extension I(H") such that the remaining non-irnbedded bridges of G-H" are (1) 2-constrained or (2) are sti-ple and have at most one attachment vertex of degree > 2 in H". Our remaining problem now is to determine how exactly to irnbed these latter bridges. For this, we will use a reduction to the toroidaf irnbedding problem. A toroidal pair of paths of I(H") is a pair, (pl,p2), of maximal internal 2-patha such that there exista a face (P1 P(l) p2 P(2) (PI )R p(3) (p2)R p(4)) of H"g (any of the paths p(i), i=l,...,4, and p2 might be of length O), where paths~(i~, i=l ,2,3, contain no internal vertices ( Figure  3. 3). Let Pror denote the set of all bridge paths q of G-H" joining two internal vertices in H" (where at leaat one of these internal vertices has degree 2, and with at least three non-splitting irnbeddmgs of q in I(H'')). Proof: Since S(I(H")) = O(g), it suffices to provC laim. If (ql', q2') and (ql ",q2") are toroidal pairs of paths, then either {91',92')={91 ",q2" ], or qi' and qj" share no internal edge for all i,j e [1,2].
Assume that two paths qi' and qj" (say ql' and ql") share an internal edge. As ql+ and ql" are maximal 2-paths, then ql '=ql". Assume that q2'#q2". Then by the deftition of a toroidal pair of Daths there exist face~F1 and~z such that Fl={ql' p(l) q2"' p(2) (~l')R p(s) (q2')R p(4)) and F2=(q1°4(1) 92" 9(2) (ql@ 9(3) (92")R 9(4)], where paths~(i) and~1), i= 1,2,3, contain no internal vertices. As q 1'=q 1" and each intem~path belongs to a single face, then F1 = F2 = {q@) (q2")R q(s) (ql")R q(z) qz" q(l) ql''=q~'p(l) qz' p(z) (ql')R p(3) (q2')R p(4)). This is a contradiction since (ql')R belongs to a single face and (ql') R = (ql'')R. Q.E.D.
Given a toroidal pair (p 1,p2) of paths, let Hplp2 be the subgraph of G induced by the bridges attached to p 1 or p2 . Fix a representative imbedding I(R(M)), where M be the set of bridges of G-H' which are not 2-constrained.
To constrain an imbeddlng extension I(H''g-EHplp2
) of H"g+Hp1p2 in I(H",$ to be consktent with I(R(M)) , we can introduce and irnbed new auxiliary edges between endpoint vertices of p] ,p2. Lemma 3.6 implies that O (1) such edges will suffice. These edges will force the imbeddktg extension to be consistent with I(R(M)).
Then delete(these will be reinserted in step 8) all but one parallel bridge od Comment:
The resulting partial imbeddding is WQPE. 7. To imbed the rest of G apply the algorithm from Section 4 and Appendix A which will either solve the arising 2-satisfiability problem or ftnd a minimal set FS of bridges of G-Hug that cannot be irnbedded onto Z(H"g, without increasing the genus.
8. Finally, reinsert the parallel bridges deleted in step 6 and imbed them side-by-side with the remaining bridge to which they are parallel.
Comment:
This is justified by Lemma 3.3 The above Algorithm gives: 
WQPE
Imbeddings: The Reduction to 2-Satisfiability Let H be a subgraph of G with a fixed irnbeddirtg I(H) and let B be a bridge of G-H. We call B incident to face F of I(H) if all attachment vertices of B (with respect to sttbgraph H') are in F. Note that B may be incident to more than one face. Since we are concerned with WQPE imbeddmgs, we cart assume throughout this section that all bridges are 2-constrained. Let bridges B, B' inter-lace in F (with respect to given imbeddmg of B and l?' in F) if both these bridges are incident to F and furthermore either (i) F contains distinct vertices ordered u, u ', v, v' where u, v are in B and u', v' are in B' (see Figure  4 .1) or (ii) both B and B' are attached to the same 3 distinct vertices of F. Recall the definition of inside and outside of an irnbedded directed cycle given in Section 1.2. Proposition 4.1 If each of B, B' cart be separately imbedded inside a face F, then B, B' can be simultaneously imbedded inside F iff Ii, B' do not interlace.
Let I(H)
be a weakly quasiph-mar imbedding regarding G. Suppose that any bridge of G-H can be added to I(H). We shall investigate the problem of determining g when all bridges of G-H can be added to I(H). We are going to show that if all brklges cannot be added to I(H), we can choose a suitable small subset of bridges, a forbidden set of bridges, that cannot be added to I(HJ The 2-satisfiability problem is to determine satisfiability of a boolean CNF formula with at most 2 literals per clause. While there are known linear time solutions to this problem, for completeness we give a particularly simple linear time algorithm in Appendix A. In order to introduce a uniform notation for all cases we will call the inside of F side-1 of F and the outside of F side-2 of F. If two different imbeddmgs of B in F exist we choose arbitrarily one of these to be called side-1 of F imbedding, to correspond to VB, F, and the other, to be called side-2 of F imbedding, to correspond to~B F. VB,F will be called fixed literal if it cart be irnbedded only on' one side of F (side-1 or side-2). Moreover it is said to be fwed (O true if its attachment vertices are non-cons trained. If its attachment vertices are constrained, it is fixed to true if the constraint implied the attachment is to be imbedded on side-1 of F (i.e. the internal path is directed in the same (opposite) d~ection as the directed face F and the constraint is to imbed the attachment to the right (left, respectively) of the internal path), or otherwise false.
(see Figures 4,.2 a and b).
If vB ,F is fixed to a boolean value, then its complement~B ,F is fixed to the complement boolean value. To complete the defiition of K, for all interlacing bridges B and B' define a clause ( VB,F or vB',F) of K, where B and B' me incident to face F. Definition 4.1. The 2-constraint formula K = K(I(H) IG ) is said to be satisfiable, if there exists an assignment of true and false to the literals of K such that each clause of K is satisfied.
From these deftitions we easily obtaim Lemma 4.1. I(H) is extendible to G iff any bridge of G-H can be added to Z(H) and the 2-constraint formula K = K(Z(H)lG ) is satisfiable. Pro of. => Assume that K is not satisfiable.
Then one of the Conditions (1) and (2) For any g 21, our inductive assumption is that [Fg] 
Conclusion
It would be of great interest to provide lower bounds on the number of forbidden subgraphs as a function of g. Kruskal, J. "Well-quasi-ordering, 
